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Preface 

Along with internationally increasing demands for ship recycling in a sustainable 
way for human health and the environment, possibilities of ship recycling in Finland 
have also been discussing for a few years. Ship recycling, shipbreaking to recycle 
valuable materials and to collect and process wastes and hazardous substances in 
accordance with tightening environmental regulations in Finland is a complex issue, 
which was needed to be investigated in more details.  
 
Information of preconditions of the ship recycling in Finland has been published in 
the prefeasibility surveys completed in 2015: “Preconditions of ship recycling in 
Finland – case the Kemi port” and a related report of “A dry-dock as a part of the 
Kemi port”, sponsored by Digipolis – Kemi Technology Park. The reports give an 
overall picture of the global and European shipbreaking industry, as well as an 
understanding of shipbreaking potential in Finland generally.   
 
In November 2015, a prefeasibility study related to Turku Repair Yard “Survey of 
the business possibilities for ship recycling in Finland” was published, sponsored by 
Turku Repair Yard Ltd, Machine Technology Center, Turku, and Delete Finland Oy. 
The current study, ”Virtual project of a ship purchased, dismantled and recycled at 
Turku Repair Yard” is sponsored by Turku Repair Yard Ldt, Delete Finland Oy, 
Pesupalvelu Hans Langh Oy and Meriaura Oy; the work has been done in 
cooperation with the sponsors. Tekes (Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and 
Innovation) has been funding the project as a part of its Arctic Seas Programme.  
 
The current study of ship recycling conditions in Finland has provided more in-
depth analyses of safe and environmentally sustainable ship dismantling, the EU 
requirements, and the current business environment. The study evaluates the 
potential of Turku Repair Yard as a ship recycling facility, purchase and dismantling 
of an end-of-life ship, recycling of valuable materials, waste treatment, potential 
support by existing maritime and recycling industry, related logistics, and ship 
recycling as business possibility. Along with the study, preparation of Turku Repair 
Yard to be listed on the European List of compliant ship breaking facilities has been 
proceeded.  
 
The report gives more adequate information of the Turku Repair Yard as a 
shipbreaking facility, its potential and requirements. The report is focusing on the 
current situation and requirements in the EU, and the subsequent impacts on 
Turku Repair Yard. The yard is examined as a potential ship recycling facility using a 
real ship virtually as a case study. All the preconditions of the ship recycling in 
Finland have also been studied.  
 
The conclusion of the study is that the ship recycling at Turku Repair Yard can meet 
all the requirements set by the EU Regulations and the Finnish authorities as well 
as technical and commercial demands. The yard fulfills all preconditions to become 
a leading ship recycling facility in Europe. A more detailed analysis will be done by a 
demonstration case, recycling a real end-of life ship, which will be the second part 
of the Ship Recycling in Finland project.  
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Executive Summary 

Ships at the end of their lifespan are a valuable source of recycling raw 
materials; all all large ocean-going ships are dismantled in South Asia, China 
or Turkey.  However, just a small part of the end-of-life vessels globally are 
recycled safely in terms of human health and the environment.  
 

According to the EU Regulation, European ship-owners will only be 
permitted to recycle their vessels in the yards, which are listed on ‘European 
List’ among those compliant facilities that meet the requirements, are 
certified and inspected. The European Ship Recycling Regulation entered 
into force on 30th of December, 2013 and it will be completely authorized 
between 2016 and 2019. The first version of the European List was 
published in December 2016. 
 

With tightening requirements and changing approach worldwide, as well as 
an escalating number of end-of-life vessels, there is an increasing need for a 
sustainable ship recycling also in Europe. In Finland, Turku Repair Yard as a 
shipbreaking facility appears to fulfill all foreseeable requirements for such 
an industry. The yard can operate on a green industry basis, using clean-tech 
operations, and recycle larger ships than is currently made or even possible 
in the European shipbreaking yards on a permanent basis. It also results in 
the fact that the yard becoming environmentally number one in the world 
ship-breaking industry. This again will give it an outstanding advantage in 
the global markets. 

To acquire adequate information similar to all participants of the project, an 
existing ship, a 30-year old MS “Mirva” has been recycled virtually, basically 
as a desktop work.  The ship has basically given all relevant information and 
appropriate answers to questions of a complex chain of ship recycling at 
Turku Repair Yard. In addition to the ship itself, more information of the 
possibilities and challenges of recycling, such as dismantling techniques, 
material flows, and commercial targets have been acquired.  
 

The recycling work include following phases:  
 Washing the ship  

 Safe removal and disposal of hazardous substances and dismantling of 
interior 

 Removal of deck structures 

 Removal of engines and marine equipment 

 Cutting a hull and steel constructions of the ship into steel blocks 

 Sorting of materials mechanically in the dry-dock and lifting ashore by the 
dock 

 Sorting out recycling materials and wastes on a storage plot 

 Transport of wastes for further treatment and land-fills 

 Transport of recycling materials for further treatment or to end-users  
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Total results of the revenues and costs indicate that a recycling of a ship can 
be profitable. With the estimated prices, the revenues of recycling materials 
would equal to all costs, a surplus remains in the engines and equipment. 
However, the purchasing price of the ship remains crucial; probably the ship 
corresponding the type and size of MS “Mirva” could be acquired from a 
European ship owner by a significantly lower price than has been estimated 
in the current calculations.   
 

International environment of the current shipbreaking industry has also 
been evaluated. A leading facility in Europe by a number of ships recycled 
annually, Fornaes Ship Recycling has been examined as a case study, which 
shows the inadequate capacity of the yard to receive vessels offered to be 
demolished both by a number and particularly by a size of larger ships.    
 

Shipbreaking in Finland requires both the EU and national approvals. The 
activity also in Finland is regulated by the European Ship Recycling 
Regulation, where requirements for ship recycling facility on the European 
List are set; Turku Repair Yard is to apply for on the EU List of compliant ship 
recycling facilities. 
 

The virtual study has created an appropriate and sound basis and 
framework, a Business Plan for the second phase of the project, which is a 
demonstration (pilot) project, recycling a real ship. A final aim is to 
commence a commercially profitable and environmentally sustainable 
shipbreaking industry in Finland. 
 

For the demonstration project itself, the relevant Finnish authorities have 
come to a conclusion that a temporary permission for an experimental 
shipbreaking of one ship can be granted. This will enable to demonstration 
project to be started with a short notice, basically by an announcement 
related to the existing environmental permission of the yard. 
 

The results of the project have undoubtedly also effects on plans to build new 
dry-dock in Turku Repair Yard; an investment plan for another dry-dock has 
already been prepared. For the time being, however, the plan has been 
shelved. Another discussed option is to lengthen the current dock. Either way, 
new investments in the yard’s facilities would enhance its ability and increase 
capacity for ship recycling operations in a greater volume.  An estimation of 
the volume with the current capacity is recycling 8-12 ships of adequate size 
annually. With a new dry-dock in use, the capacity can be estimated to be 
doubled.  
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Abbreviations 

DWT Deadweight Tonnage (also dwt) is a measure of how much mass a ship can 
safely carry (carrying capacity), it does not include the weight of the ship. 
DWT is the sum of the weights of cargo, fuel, fresh water, ballast water, 
provisions, passengers, and crew.

[
 

GT Gross Tonnage is a unitless index related to a ship's overall internal volume. 
Gross tonnage is a measure of the ship's displacement (mass) and should 
not be confused with terms such as deadweight tonnage or displacement. 

LDT Light Displacement Tonnage is the weight of water that a ship displaces 
when it is floating, which in turn is the weight of a ship. LDT is defined as 
the weight of the ship excluding cargo, fuel, water, ballast, stores, 
passengers, crew, but with water in boilers to steaming level. LDT is 
particularly used as a basis in purchasing of ships for dismantling. 

TEU Twenty-foot equivalent units; a cargo capacity used to describe the capacity 

of a container ship, based on the volume of a 20-foot-long (6.1 m) 

intermodal container.   

EUSRR EU Ship Recycling Regulation 

HKC Hong Kong Convention for Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of 

Ships 

SRL Ship Recycling License 

HMS Heavy Melting Scrap 

 IHM Inventory of Hazardous Materials 

 ESM Technical Guidelines for Environmentally Sound Management 

 NGO Non-Governmental Organization 

 IMO International Maritime Organization 

MARPOL International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships 

TRY Turku Repair Yard 

BCP Polychlorinated Biphenyl, toxic chemical used in oil of electrical and 

hydraulic equipment, and plasticizers in paints, plastics, etc.   

TBT Tributyltin, toxic chemical used mainly in bottom paints on the hulls of ships   

 WEEE Waste of Electronics and Electrical Equipment 

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mass
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cargo
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fresh_water
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sailing_ballast#Water_ballast
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Crew
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deadweight_tonnage#cite_note-tm-1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deadweight_tonnage
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Displacement_(ship)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Displacement_(fluid)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Container_ship
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermodal_container
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1. GENERAL BACKGROUND 

1.1 Need for shipbreaking in Europe 

Ships at the end of their lifespan are a valuable source of recycling raw 
materials. At the same time, international requirements for solid and 
environmentally sustainable ship recycling globally increase; the problem is 
that just a small part of the end-of-life vessels globally are recycled safely in 
terms of human health and the environment.  

With tightening requirements and changing approach worldwide, as well as 
an escalating number of end-of-life vessels, there is an increasing need for a 
sustainable ship recycling in Europe. In the EU, according to the European 
Ship Recycling Regulation, European ship owners will only be permitted to 
recycle their vessels in compliant facilities (yet also at non-EU facilities 
within the OECD) that meet the requirements, are certified and inspected. 
The first version of the European List includes 18 facilities, but few of them 
have permanent shipbreaking activity (in 2015 shown on Table 1).   
 

Today, ship recycling in the EU is operated only by a minor scale; of all the 
vessels recycled in 2015, less than 4 % were dismantled in the EU, while one 
third of the vessels recycled worldwide were sailing under a European flag 
or belonged to European ship owners. As the current European shipbreaking 
is focused on small general cargo ships, off-shore vessels and alike, there is 
also a need for facilities in Europe able to dismantle larger-sized vessels.    
 

Table 1 
Ships sent to be dismantled in Europe in 2015 

 
Source: NGO Shipbreaking Platform 
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Out of the 768 vessels (NGO Shipbreaking Platform) dismantled or sold to be 
dismantled worldwide in 2015, just 28 ships were sent to some of the 
European countries; all large ocean-going ships are dismantled in South Asia, 
China or Turkey.  
 

Ship recycling industry in Finland would have many remarkable advantages. 
Beside the increasing need for sustainable ship recycling in Europe, the 
industrial structure with strong maritime industry gives support on ship 
recycling operations. Finland has also high recycling expertise in various 
materials, high class logistical systems, and fully access to and from Finland 
by seaways.     

Ship recycling can be undertaken by a sustainable way, in compliance with 
the strictest environmental regulations. It is highly environmental-friendly as 
such, and particularly when compared with the current shipbreaking 
practices globally. Ship recycling in Finland would support the environment 
and human health protection both in Finland, in the EU, and even 
worldwide. Ship recycling in Finland would meet the requirements of the 
green industry.  

Turku Repair Yard as an option for shipbreaking in Finland appears to fulfill 
all foreseeable requirements for such an industry. The potential of the Turku 
Repair Yard include an excellent location, large size, technical know-how and 
expertise, and it is environmentally qualified. The yard can operate on a 
green industry basis, and dismantle larger ships than is currently possible in 
the European shipbreaking yards. Basically ship recycling has all the 
elements to become an entire new industry in Finland. 

Prices of old ships to recycled are highest in the South Asian beaching sites, 
where the shipbreaking conditions in most cases are unacceptable, to say 
the least, and fully confronting the European rules. Higher prices of end-of 
life ships is mostly a reason why even European ship-owners send their ships 
to be demolished in South Asian beaches, that is to say to maximize their 
incomes from old ships.  As this is basically banned, the rules are overtaken 
e.g. by reflagging a ship even just before it arrives to a shipbreaking site.  
 

Another reason, however, may lie behind the fact that in the EU member 
countries there is a lack of the recycling facilities, which are large enough to 
recycle ocean-going ships. This again is another undisputed advantage of 
Turku Repair Yard; while the largest ships of the global fleet may not be 
recycled in the yard, it has a capacity to recycle ships in a global scale, 
basically all general cargo ships, for example. In the longer term, the facility 
and the Finnish expertise generally in recycling may also give a possibility to 
specialize in demanding projects, such as polluted vessels having carried 
polluted materials.   
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1.2 Turku Repair Yard as shipbreaking facility 
 

Of the existing dry-docks in Finland, Turku Repair Yard (TRY) has potential 
possibilities for ship dismantling along with its main activities of ship repair, 
maintenance and conversion work. However, shipbreaking at dry-dock even 
with high-class facilities will set preconditions. A concept of both repairing 
and breaking a vessel in the same yard or even the same dry-dock is also an 
option.  An advanced plan of Turku Repair Yard to build another dry-dock in 
the yard gives an excellent additional option for shipbreaking operations.   

Turku Repair Yard is a part of North European large marine and metal 
industry group of companies, the Estonia based BLRT Grupp. In the 
shipbuilding sector BLRT Grupp’s the subsidiaries include Western Baltic 
Engineering (ship design), Marketex Marine (small-scale shipbuilding) and 
Western Baltija Shipbuilding (heady-duty shipbuilding); the yards have 
floating docks, but not any dry-dock.  
 

The ship repair sector includes Tallinn Shipyard (Kopli), Western Shiprepair 
(Klaipeda in Lithuania) and Turku Repair Yard. Tallinn Shipyard and Western 
Shiprepair in Lithuania have also been dismantling ships, even though in a 
quite small scale alongside a pier (pier breaking). As the method does not 
comply with the current EU regulations, pier breaking will be discontinued 
latest in 2017.   
 

Turku Repair Yard in Naantali is one of the largest dry-docks (265 m in 
length) in Northern Europe. The yard is able to undertake even the most 
demanding repair, maintenance and conversion projects, up to ships of 
Aframax size (a medium-sized crude oil carrier, 80 000-120 000 DWT). The 
dry-dock is also wide (70 m), which allows even two ships to be docked 
simultaneously for the work (Chart 2). There is also a floating dock and a 
layberth in the yard.   

 Dry-dock: length 265 m, width 70 m, depth 7.9 m 

 Floating dock:  carrying capacity 4000 t, length 101 m, width 21.6 m, depth 6.0 m 

 Lay-berth: length 184 m, depth 7.7 m 

 Crane capacity: 150 t and 100 t, 2x30 t  

 Electrical power supply : up to 2800 S, 2 MW 
Fresh water, moorings, waste disposal, etc.  

Turku Repair Yard employs about 100 skilled persons, who have worked 
with the company for years; in 2016, the average number of employees was 
84. Depending on the work load, additional 250-300 persons from local 
partner companies and from BLRT Grupp can also been employed. The 
capacity of the yard consists of the network of the local subcontractors in 
the surrounding area, about 40 companies, with which Turku Repair Yard 
has an annual contract.  
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Chart 1 

Turku Repair Yard, a large tanker (250 m) and a passenger ferry side-by-side 

 
 

The flexibility of the yard enables it to respond quickly to customers’ needs. 
The yard has a strong experience on ad-hoc cases in repairs, i.e. non-
scheduled dry-dockings, which is an obvious advantage when considering 
shipbreaking operations, particularly if another dry-dock is in use (see 
below). A number of the projects or dockings is about one hundred 
annually. 

 

Turku Repair Yard has a plan to build another dry-dock in the yard; an 
investment request has been left to the parent company, but the plan has 
been shelved so far. According to the investment plan a new dry-dock would 
be 230 m long and 36 m wide. Another option having been brought up is 
lengthening the current dock up to 300 m long; this can be considered, 
however, a secondary option.   
 

The total construction costs of a new dry-dock would be around 8 million 
euros; together with the dock facilities, such as cranes and lightning, the 
total investment cost will amount to about 11 million euros. As the new dry-
dock would need more space, the yard has plans to acquire land from the 
storage area neighboring the yard; the land is owned by the city of Naantali.   
 

A new dry-dock is planned to be built just by the current dock (Chart 2).  The 
location can be considered excellent, as a direct connection to the sea is 
ready and a logistical connection with the current dry-dock is an obvious 
advantage. A depth of the fairway into both docks is 8.1 m.      
 

In ship recycling operations, another dry-dock would provide an enormous  
advantage, if the one of the docks could be used solely in ship breaking 
activity; as it would increase the yard’s capacity and hence undoubtedly the 
volume of ships recycled, both in a number and size of the ships. 
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Chart 2 

New dry-dock illustrated in Turku Repair Yard (right side of the current dry-dock) 

 
 

The width of the current dry-dock enables also ship repairing and breaking 
simultaneously. The width of the virtual ship MS “Mirva” (see Chapter 4), for 
example, is 16 m and the machines used need about 10 m more room 
(demolishing itself is made starting from the bow and proceeding towards 
the rear) on one side of the ship. This means that another ship at least the 
same size could be repaired at the same time; two ships to be dismantled 
simultaneously is also an option. Of course, scheduling and timing of such 
operations reasonably would be more challenging. The length of the current 
dry-dock is also advantage, which may be used in simultaneous ship 
repairing and breaking; a possible lengthening the dock would obviously also 
serve the same target.  
 

The yard is operating according the ISO quality management system and 
committed itself to improve the level of the environmental protection by 
certifying the ISO environmental management system. For shipbreaking 
operations the yard needs a separate specific permit, which will guarantee it 
to be included on the European List of facilities qualified for shipbreaking in 
accordance with the EU Regulation.  
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2. TARGET of  VIRTUAL STUDY 
 

Ship recycling is a quite complex flow of materials in the whole chain from 
an end-of-life ship to recycling materials to be delivered to end-users. To 
appraise all environmental requirements, phases and elements of the ship 
recycling process, a comprehensive analysis of the ship recycling in Turku 
Repair Yard is being carried out. The aim of the on-going project of ship 
recycling in Finland is to investigate its potential with all advantages and 
requirements in more details. The final aim is to commence a commercial 
shipbreaking industry on a permanent basis in Finland.  
 

As the first phase of the ship recycling in Finland project, a virtual study to 
provide adequate information of end-of-life ship purchasing, dismantling, 
waste treatment and materials recycling at the yard, costs and revenues of 
the process, as well as effects of the industry on the surrounding region has 
been prepared.   

 

The approach of the virtual study is to examine environmentally sustainable 
and on human health riskless ship recycling operations. In the same time, 
however, the commercial aspects of the ship recycling industry have been 
taken into consideration.   
 

A target of Turku Repair Yard is to be listed on the European List of 
compliant ship recycling facilities. Along the current analysis, an application 
of on the List has been advanced. 
 

The virtual study will create an appropriate and sound basis and framework, 
a Business Plan for demonstration (pilot) project, recycling a real ship. The 
demonstration project is to start in a due time after the virtual study has 
been completed.         
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3. SHIPBREAKING REQUIREMENTS in the EU 

3.1      Requirements for ship recycling facilities 

According to the EU Regulation, European ship-owners will only be 
permitted to recycle their vessels if they are listed on ‘European List’ among 
those compliant facilities that meet the requirements, are certified and 
inspected. The European Ship Recycling Regulation (EUSRR, 1257/2013) 
entered into force on 30th of December, 2013 and it will be completely 
authorized between 2016 and 2019. The EU List does not exclude non-EU 
facilities from free application for inclusion. 
 

In order to be included on the European List, a ship recycling facility shall 
comply with the EU requirements, in accordance with the relevant Hong 
Kong Convention provisions and taking into account the relevant guidelines 
of IMO, ILO, the Basel Convention and the Stockholm Convention on 
Persistent Organic Pollutants, and the other international guidelines.  
 

The main items of the requirements in Article 13 of the EUSSR can 
summarized as follows: 

 the facility is authorized by competent authorities 

  the facility designed, constructed and operated in a safe and   
environmentally sound manner, and operates from built structures 

 the facility ensures safe and environmentally sound management of 
storage and hazardous materials and waste 

 the facility prepares a ship recycling facility plan (SRFP) 
 

In Article 14, it is said that competent authorities shall authorize ship 
recycling facilities located in their territory that comply with the 
requirements set out in Article 13. In Finland it means that the authorization 
will be made by the Regional State Administration Authority in Turku.  
 

3.2       Requirements to be included on the European List 
 

During the virtual phase of the project, serving also the future 
demonstration project, Turku Repair Yard should apply for on the European 
List of ship recycling facilities, according to the EU Resolution of Ship 
Recycling (1257/2013). In its 16th Article, Establishment and updating of the 
European List, it is verified that the European List will be published not later 
than 31 December 2016.  
 

The first version of the European List was published in December 19, 2016; 
the List includes 18 facilities in the EU. The European Commission has also 
received applications from yards located in third countries; the Commission 
will decide in 2017 on their inclusion in the List. 
 

The first version of the European List includes facilities of various sizes, from 
very small to large shipbuilding and repair yards. However, shipbreaking 
operations on a permanent basis are carried out only in few yards. The 
facilities are discussed in more details in Chapter 6.  
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The European List shall include all of the following information about the 
ship recycling facility:   
 

 the method of recycling 

 the type and size of ships that can be recycled 

 any limitation and conditions under which the ship recycling facility 
operates, including as regards hazardous waste management 

 details on the explicit and tacit procedure, as referred in Article 7(3), 
for the approval of the ship recycling plan by the competent 
authority 

 maximum annual ship recycling output. 
 

By the Article 16, the first European List was to be published by the end of 
2016. It follows that Ship Recycling Regulation (EUSRR) will be applied within 
six months, by the end of June 30, 2017. That implies, however, that the 
capacity of the facilities will exceed the limit set in the Article 32 of the 
EUSSR. The EU Commission has set a target of sufficient annual capacity of 
ship recycling facilities on the EU List up to 2.5 million LDT, (ships’ weight, 
Light Displacement Tonne). It was obvious that the target on the first 
published List could not be reached; other major facilities in the EU and in 
third countries need to be included on the List. This again is supposed to 
postpone the application of the EUSRR until the autumn 2017.  
 

A problem arises from the fact that, even if the capacity threshold may be 
reached in the EU, would the facilities be able to dismantle the larger vessels 
trading today, since the majority of recycling yards able to do so are outside 
the EU (yet possibly included on the List later). This again appears an 
obvious competitive advantage for Turku Repair Yard capable to recycle 
fairly large ships.   

3.3 Planned incentives of purchasing a ship 

To promote a safe and environmentally sustainable ship recycling the EU 
Commission has planned various financial incentives for the owners of ships 
to be recycled. Any unanimous decision has not yet been reached, and no 
concrete measures are made. Following financial and non-financial 
instruments have been considered to urge sustainable ship recycling: 1) 
Non-financial incentives, 2) Ship recycling fund, 3) Ship life insurance, 4) Ship 
recycling account, and 5) Ship recycling guarantee. 

 

In June 2016, the EU Commission published a report ”Financial instrument to 
facilitate safe and sound ship recycling”, prepared by Ecorys, DNV-GL and 
Erasmus University. After considering various options, the report concludes 
to recommend a financial instrument, Ship Recycling License (SRL), as a 
mechanism to collect capital at port calls.   
 

According to the report, a proposed financial instrument must be capable of 
inducing a change in behavior on the part of ship owners towards the 
recycling of their ships in compliance with the EUSRR.   
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According to Ship Recycling License, a contribution would be charged to the 
ship owner applying for the license, partly to cover the administrative costs 
of issuing it, and partly to provide contribution to a central ship recycling 
fund. The capital amounted during the operational life of the vessel would 
be set aside for the ship and only paid back to the last owner as a premium, 
if the ship was recycled in a sustainable facility approved by the EU.  
 

The principles of this SRL take note of the advantages of some of the 
previous options, such as 1) By obliging all ships that call at EU ports to 
obtain a prior license from a centralized European agency, an instrument of 
a public, administrative law nature is created. 2) The basic idea behind the 
SRL is that a contribution is charged to the ship owner, when he applies for 
this license. 3) The amount of the premium levied, depends on the capital 
amount that needs to be accumulated for the relevant ship and the set time-
frame, within which the capital is to be accumulated. 4) The full capital 
amount does not become payable until after the ship has been recycled. It is 
payable to the ultimate ship owner and is subject to the fulfilment of a 
condition precedent. 5) Only if the ultimate ship owner proves that the ship 
has been recycled in compliance with the EUSRR at a ship recycling facility 
included in the European List, will the capital amount earmarked for the ship 
be paid out. 6) In order to avoid that the SRL and the premium thus levied 
from ships calling at EU ports work out disproportionally for ships with either 
a very high frequency (e.g. tugboats and coastal vessels) or a very low 
frequency of calling at EU ports, the SRL validity would be time-based rather 
than linked to the number of calls.  
   
The report also points out that in the baseline situation, with the EUSRR in 
place, the amount of ships offered for sound recycling is still very small. The 
financial instrument proposed will generate more substantial impacts, not 
immediately, but over a time period of about 20 years, which is needed to 
allow capital accumulation. By then, on the basis of calculations made with 
the financial model developed for this study, about half of the world fleet 
currently calling at European ports will be incentivized to opt for sound 
recycling, increasing to about 65 % for the newest ships sailing today. 
 

Adverse economic impacts that the financial instrument inevitably generates 
include an increase of ship´s operating costs (in the order of 1%), costs of EU 
port calls (in the order of 2%) and small impacts on trade to/from the EU as a 
consequence of these cost increases. Furthermore there may be impacts on 
the shipbuilding market and the second hand sales market of ships. 
Administrative costs of the mechanism amount to about 0.8 % of the license 
fees. The financial instrument may have further positive impacts on EU flag 
registration and fiscal revenue thereof. 
 

Environmental groups and European-based operations find the license idea 
attractive, while it has been rejected by some organizations. One counter-
argument is that the money would only be returned at the end of ship’s life 
when ownership might have changed, and only on condition that the ship is 
recycled at a yard on the EU List. The system is also said unworkable.  
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While SRL might improve the availability of end-of-life ship to be recycled in 
a sustainable way, it takes time before the system fully works, if it works at 
all. It has been also questioned how much money will actually be recouped 
by the ship owner. In the report, the money is set by the vessel’s 
deadweight. If this converted into ship’ weight (LDT), it is estimated that the 
amount comes up 22 dollars per tonne, which the final owner the ship will 
get back if the ship is recycled in accordance with the EU List of approved 
facilities. As the difference between recycling in a South Asian yard and 
Turkey, for example, is currently somewhere around 100 dollars per tonne, 
the money returned would not cover the gap between them.         
 

It can be argued that the current ship recycling markets globally are widely 
distorted. Although ship breaking conditions in South Asian yards have also 
been improved, four yards in India are today certified to the standards of the 
IMO and Hong Kong Convention (HKC), ship recycling practices in South Asia 
remain unsustainable. This has enabled the South Asian ship breaking 
facilities to offer considerably higher prices for end-of-life ships than has 
been the case in Turkey or China, not to mention the EU.   
 

As the costs of ship recycling in a sustainable way in Europe are inevitably 
higher than elsewhere, it should be observed in ship purchasing practices as 
well. In the European environment recycling a ship at the end of its life-span 
should not be a business to the ship owner, but rather a possibility to 
dispose the ship in a sustainable way environmentally and without risks on 
human health.  In the longer term, a scheme should be developed giving the 
ship recycling industry in Europe fair business conditions and ship owners a 
sustainable way to give up their vessels, possibly with some compensation of 
the recycling materials. The prices paid by the South Asia facilities, however, 
are far from the fair business in the European business environment.  
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4. VIRTUAL SHIP RECYCLING   

 

4.1 MS “Mirva” as a target ship  
 

To acquire adequate information similar to all participants of the project, an 
existing ship, a 30-year old MS “Mirva has been recycled virtually, basically 
as a desktop work. As a slightly small ship in a targeted ship recycling scale, 
MS “Mirva” may not represent an ideal size of the ships aimed to be 
recycled at Turku Repair Yard on a commercial basis. However, it can be 
eventually considered a minor issue, MS “Mirva” as a virtual case having its 
obvious advantages.  
 

Firstly, MS “Mirva is large enough, a true ocean-going vessel, also an 
example of available end-of-life ships in the Baltic Sea region. Secondly, it is 
a general cargo (ro-ro/dry bulk cargo) ship, which represents a type of ships 
most likely to be recycled by the yard in the first place. Thirdly, MS “Mirva” 
is fairly well known by the project, as it has been in the Finnish ownership 
(Meriaura), and has also been dry-docked and repaired by Turku Repair 
Yard.  
 

The ship has basically given all relevant information and appropriate 
answers to questions of a complex chain of ship recycling at Turku Repair 
Yard. In addition to the ship itself, more information of the possibilities and 
challenges of recycling, such as dismantling techniques, material flows, and 
commercial targets have been acquired. 
 

A purchasing price of a ship to be dismantled is crucial issue when assessing 
costs and returns of the recycling process.  Prices of steel scrap, as the most 
dominant recycling material, set de facto basis on the ship’s price; 
fluctuation of scrap prices may not be seen immediately in ships’ prices, but 
in the longer term they follow scrap prices. Basis and evaluation of the 
purchasing price of MS “Mirva” has been discussed in more details in 
Chapter 4.10.  
 

Table 2 
 Basic data of MS “Mirva” 
 Built in 1986 
 General cargo ship, cranes 2x35 ton 
 5414 DWT 
 3951 GT 
 Length: 105.6 m 
 Breadth: 15.88 m 
 Estimated weight: 2700 LDT 
 
  

Examples of larger general cargo ships actually sent to be dismantled in 
2016 are shown in Annex 2. Many of those represent the type and size of a 
vessel adequate to be recycled also at Turku Repair Yard. 
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Chart 3 
 MS “Mirva” (picture from 2011) 

  
 
 Chart 4 
 General plan of MS “Mirva” 
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4.2 Phases of virtual recycling 
 

The first phase of the project: a study of virtual recycling, planning and 
development work of the ship includes the recycling process itself, but there 
are also various preconditions, which had to be examined and observed 
simultaneously. These include the environmental requirements and 
permissions, the EU Regulation and the application on the European List of 
compliant ship recycling facilities. Impacts on the local economy with 
subcontractors and the international dimensions with new and existing 
contacts came along throughout the study.   
 

The recycling work include following phases:  
 Washing the ship (waste oils, bilge water) 

 Safe removal and disposal of hazardous substances (asbestos, heavy 
metals, batteries, PCB, TBT, etc.) and demolishing of interior 

 Removal of deck structures 

 Removal of engines and marine equipment 

 Cutting a hull and steel constructions of the ship into steel blocks 

 Sorting of materials mechanically in the dry-dock and lifting ashore by the 
dock 

 Sorting out recycling materials and wastes on a storage plot 

 Transport of wastes for further treatment and land-fills 

 Transport of recycling materials for further treatment or to end-users  

The work has specified costs of each phase of dismantling, and revenues to 
be acquired from recycling materials. New methods and innovations have 
been investigated and implemented throughout the dismantling chain.  

4.3  Ship dismantling plan  
 

An official Ship Recycling Plan (see Chapter 5.1 below) is to be developed by 
Turku Repair Yard. The Plan includes following phases.  
 

1. A pilot ship arriving to the yard; mooring the ship beside the    

2. Investigation of the purchased ship:  
a. Tanks and their conditions 

b. Hazardous wastes, IHM (see Chapter 3.1 above)  
c. Marine equipment, evaluation of recycling potential   
d. Drawings of the hull and tanks,  docking method 

e. Project plan and security requirements 

f. Plan for the method of dismantling the ship  
- investments in equipment 

g. Allocation of staff resources: firemen, technicians, metal workers, 
etc. 

3. Washing and waste disposal 
a. Emptying of tanks and pipes 
b. Washing of tanks 
c. Disposal of hazardous wastes 

 

4. Cutting and  lifting of upper floors (deck structures) of the ship  
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a. Plan for lifting 
b. Dismantling 

- marine equipment on the deck 

- bridge 

- floors above the deck 
c. Lifting blocks on the quay, an area reserved ashore 

 

5. Dry-docking the ship 

a. Protecting the dock bottom 
b. Plan for block lifting 
c. Cutting the hull into blocks  
d. Lifting the blocks on the quay 

 

6. Sorting out the material ashore  

a. An area reserved for sorting out recycling material 
b. A bottom of the area to be protected against any leaks 
c. Later removal of sand and plastic layers as waste 

The ship at a berth is aimed to save dry-docking time. Phases 1-4 above: 
investigation, washing and removing of hazardous materials, and initial 
dismantling, are estimated to take two to three weeks in total. Phases 5-6, 
dismantling the hull, sorting out and cutting the materials, is estimated to 
take another three weeks. This would enable the dry-dock to receive one 
ship a month minimum for the dismantling process.  

 
4.4  Inventory of hazardous materials 

 
Hazardous wastes and materials have to be inventoried in the first pahes of 
the dismantling process. Inventory of the hazardous materials (IHM) is 
mandatory and the inventory is to be submitted to the relevant authority. 
IHM can be done at the quay before removing the ship into the dry-dock. 
 

Hazardous wastes include asbestos, heavy metals, batteries, PCB, TBT, etc.; 
the inventory includes all hazardous wastes. However, in the ships built in 
the 1980s and thereafter, asbestos is supposed to have been used little, if 
not at all. As asbestos is challenging to remove, lack of asbestos is to ease 
the disposal of hazardous materials. No asbestos is assumed on board of 
“Mirva”. The amount of all waste arised in the process is estimated to be 
about 100 tonnes. As an indication of the volumes, all waste (excluding 
construction waste) generated by the yard currently is about 130 tonnes a 
year.  
 

Table 3 
Estimated costs of the IHM, euro 
3 days on board and 2 office days: 
50 h x e 75/h     3750  
Estimated laboratory analyses: 5 materials    600. 
 

Disposal of wastes according to the inventory will be made in in the process 
of dismantling. 
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4.5 Washing and waste disposal  
 

Washing and oil waste disposal of the ship before the dismantling; can be 
done to a great extent by the quay before removing the ship into the 
drydock. Tanks, vessels, containers, tubes are washed and wastes 
transported to be disposed in proper sites; bilge of the ship is washed after 
that. Other wastes and hazardous substances are removed and transported 
to further treatment; landfills are practically no more used today.     

The tanks are washed by following phases: 

1. Ballast water 
11 ballast tanks, total volume 2125 m3.  
May contain plenty of mud, but need not to be carefully washed. To be done by 
a quay by a suction unit with two men. 
 

2. Fuel oil  
7 fuel oil tanks, total volume 427 m3.  
Heavy oil is supposed to remain in the tanks, which have to be washed. 
Washing can be done by a quay, as the ship can also be trimmed. To be done 
by a suction unit with two men; waste oil is to be transported by a tank truck to 
Piikkiö for further treatment.  
 

3. Diesel oil 
4 diesel oil tanks, total volume 131 m3. 
Tanks have to be washed, which can be done by a quay. To be done by a 
suction unit of two men; waste oil is to be transported by a tank truck to Piikkiö 
for further treatment.  

 

4. Fresh water 
2 fresh water tanks, total volume 52 m3. 
No washing needed.  
 

5. Cargo holds 
2 holds, total volume 7938 m3 
Need for washing depends on the last cargo in the ship. Washing by two 
suction units with four men, lifts are needed. 
 

6. Tubing 
Volume data is not available. 
Volume of tubes and pipes is essential, need to be washed. Can be done by a 
quay or first in dry-dock by a suction unit with two men. 
 

7. Engine room bilge 
Oil water in the bilge will be washed last; can be done by a quay by a suction 
unit with two men. Oil water is to be transported by tank trucks for further 
treatment.  
 

8. Dirty (grey) water 
Volume data is not available; tanks have to be emptied and roughly washed by 
a suction unit with two men. Grey water is to be transported to a sewer in the 
yard. 
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Table 4 
Estimated costs of washing and removing of liquid waste 
 
Fuel oil and diesel oil tanks  30 000 
Water (black and grey) tanks    4 000 
Tubing      9 000 

 Machine room, bilge   18 000  
Total    62 000 

 
4.6 Dry-docking and removal of marine equipment 

  
Total time for dry-docking and a schedule for various phases at the dry-dock 
are estimated, covering an estimation of dock costs, such as energy supply 
and its costs in the dismantling process. Other service work provided by the 
yard, including crane service, electricity, transportation (forklift), fire watch, 
auxiliary stuff and project management are estimated.  
 

Removal and demolishing of the interior of the ship: carpets, insulation, 
movables, etc.; sorting out of disposal waste and recycling materials are 
estimated.  
 

Marine equipment on board is unfastened and removed from the ship as 
the first step, right after the ship has been dry-docked. Main engines and 
auxiliary machines are to be lifted by a crane alongside the dry-dock as soon 
as they show up when advancing the breaking process. All machines and 
equipment are basically valuable recycling items, which are to be sold 
separately.  
 

Removal of engines and marine equipment, such as: 
 Main engine 

 Auxiliary machines 

 Cranes 

 Bow thrust 

 Propellers 

 Boilers 

 Exhaust gas pipes and insulation 

 Ballast and fire pumps 

 Windlasses 

 Mooring winch 

 Steering gear 

 Separators 

 Catalyzers 
 

In the following phase, the interior of the ship has to be dismantled. 
Disposal of interior is made by three men for one day to remove movables. 
Another three days is needed for other light disposal of the interior. 

 

 Investigation of sales channels and/or re-sellers for engines, machinery and 
marine equipment is made. Potential sub-contractors to create new 
business in re-selling the equipment are examined.  
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Breaking of the inside part of the ship is to be planned. Materials may first 
be sorted out manually, particularly the interior and cables. Breaking out the 
cables mechanically may turn out to be too slow, considering also their 
content of valuable metals, which, on the other hand, cannot be mixed with 
ferrous metals.  

 

4.7 Demolishing and cutting a hull 
 
Breaking of the hull is made by two machines equipped with cutting tools. 
On machine (capacity of 50-60 tonnes) is breaking and another machine 
(capacity of 25-30 tonnes) is sorting out the material and loading on the 
dumper and straight away ashore by the dry-dock, whenever possible. The 
entire breaking of the ship of 2700 tonnes of material will take 2700 tonnes 
x 8 tonnes per hour =   350 hours. 
 

The difference of breaking the ship itself directly or the ship cut into large 
blocks is small. An option is to cut separately the bridge first and the lower 
2-3 floors thereafter as large blocks, and the rest of the ship mechanically 
into smaller blocks. Gas cutting can be used to help cutting thick steel walls; 
it is, however, just a tool to aid the mechanical cutting.  

 

An idea is to sort out the material into given scrap classes in the yard. This 
implies that cut blocks have to be removed from the dry-dock or alongside 
the dry-dock to a cutter, which is to cut steel blocks into steel mill sizes and 
measures. A dumper is needed for removal of blocks. Loading of the dumper 
is made by the smaller cutting machine while sorting out the material.   
 

An ideal method and new cutting techniques are investigated. Comparison 
of mechanical cutting by long-beam excavators equipped with cutting tools 
with other methods, such as wire rope cutting. In heavy steel blocks, a need 
for gas cutting is studied. Practical cutting blocks, their size and weight, by 
each cutting techniques is defined. Optimal cutting equipment is selected. 
Cutting of a hull and steel construction of the ship is to be carried out   
mechanically, by gas cutting or wire rope cutting into steel blocks of about 
50-100 tonne by weight.  
 

After dismantling, steel blocks will be cut into commercial sizes. The work is 
done by a mobile cutter with a capacity of 200 tonnes a day, resulting in 12 
days of the total volume of 2 400 tonnes of dismantled steel blocks. Cutting 
the blocks will generate recycling steel, ready to be transported to 
customers.  
 

Evaluating of costs and benefits of various phases of the whole dismantling 
chain; cost comparison of alternative methods and cutting techniques. An 
optimal process of cutting of hull and steel construction of the ship is to be 
defined. 
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Table 5 
Estimated costs of dismantling interior and hull, cutting the blocks,  euro 
Interior: 
3 x 10 days x 10 h/day = 300 h x e 45/h    13 500 
Hull: 
With two machines: e 200 per hour x 350 hours    70 000  
Dumper: 60 tonnes per hour = 50 hours x e 50/h      2500 
Cutting: 

Total volume 2400 tonnes x e 25 per tonne   60 000 
Total    146 000 

4.8      Sorting out of materials 

Sorting out the materials received is to be done as the process of removal of 
equipment and machines, dismantling the interior and hull and cutting the 
blocks proceeds. As each phase of the process will generate recycling 
materials and wastes, sorting them out in each phase and removing to 
appropriate storage plots in the yard or to further treatment and/or disposal 
will shorten the process and maximize the yield of recycling materials.  
 

Further cutting and sorting out steel and other material blocks, having been 
lifted by the yard ashore alongside the dry-dock. Removing steel blocks into 
a cutter and cutting into steel scrap class of HMS 1&2; prefabrication of 
other recycling metals and materials. Recycling materials removed on a 
storage plot. Wastes aroused in the process to be transported into landfills. 
Optimal sorting out and treatment on the dock is planned: 

 materials needed to be sorted out to enable further processing 

 materials where sorting out is not necessary, but preferable 

 iron and steel blocs cutting into a size of shipment and/or scrap 
classification    

 

Appropriate and efficient logistics of steel and other recycling materials on 
the site is planned. Evaluation of costs of materials sorting is made. 
 

The recycling steel to be generated by the dismantling, sorting out and 
cutting process is HMS, Heavy Melting Scrap, which is a globally used 
definition for steel scrap. It is a general term for most types of heavy steel 
scrap, normally cut into a size not exceeding 1.5m x 0.5m.  HMS 1 is a term 
of heavier scrap, which has a density of at least 0.7 tonne per cubic meter, 
whereas HMS 2 is lighter steel scrap, such as thin wall tubing, steel sheet 
less than 3.2 mm thick, and so on. HMS 2 may also contain galvanized steel, 
but HMS 1 may not. HMS 1 and HMS 2 are normally sold together with a 
ratio of 80/20.    
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Chart 5 
Excavator equipped with cutting tool and mobile cutter at work  
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4.9   Transport and shipments of recycling materials and wastes 

After removing, sorting out, and processing all recycling materials will be 
transported from the yard and sold to relevant players in the domestic and 
international markets. Wastes and hazardous substances will be removed 
and treated in an environmentally sustainable way. Logistics is to be 
proceeded in the following way: 
 

1. Directly recyclable materials, such as metals:  

 steel scrap by steel mill size: to steel mills or to the exports 

 steel scrap need to be cut or sorted: to scrap sites, further to steel mills or 
to the exports       

2. Complex metals need to be crushed, such electronic scrap: 

 to crushing sites (including metals containing impurities), further to end-
users or to the exports 

3. Precious metals:  

 to be loaded e.g. in containers on the storage plots and further to end-
users or to the exports 

4. Materials useable for recycling energy:  

 transport to recycling company’s facilities to be treated, further to 
combustion plants 

5. Hazardous substances: 

 to treatment plants directly (large volumes) 

 to closest hazardous waste terminals (small volumes), and further to treatment 
plants   

6. Dumped wastes (landfill wastes): 

  transport directly to closest landfills 
 

Table 6 
Estimated costs of removing wastes and hazardous materials 
  Weight, t Unit price Total 
 
Waste, 3 %  80 100    8 000  
Hazardous waste, 1 %  25 300   7 000 
(subcontractor) 
Total  105  15 000 

 
In the current case, recycling materials having been sorted out is assumed to 
be shipped by Delete, which has experience and contacts for such a work, 
even is not directly in recycling materials coming from a ship.  
 

The steel scrap is possible to be shipped without intermediary treatment or 
trading to domestic end-users, the SSAB Raahe steel works or the 
Outokumpu Tornio stainless steel works. As truck transportation, the Ovako 
Imatra steel works is also an alternative. Another option is a shipment to the 
Baltic Sea region, potential end-users are in Sweden, the nearby SSAB steel 
works (Luleå and Borlänge), in Norway (Mo i Rana) or in Poland (Kiel). 
Shipments to the European markets are also possible; potential end-users 
are steel mills in the UK, France and Spain/Portugal. 
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Shipments and sales to steel scrap traders include Turkey as a leading steel 
scrap buyer worldwide; Turkey is also a price leader in the international 
scrap markets. AS Turkish scarp prices in October 2016 are about USD 230 
per tonne (cif), deducted by freight costs and trading (of feeders nearby in 
Paldiski, Riga and Klaipeda, for example) as well as local loading and yard 
costs would result in a price of euro 165 per tonne, ex works Naantali.  The 
amount of steel scrap to be to be received from MS ”Mirva” is to take one 
cargo of a ship.  
 

Recycling non-ferrous metals are planned to be shipped by Delete to end-
users or to metal traders; Delete has contacts, but the most potential clients 
are to be searched for during the demonstration project. The value of the 
non-ferrous metals shown on Table 6 is based on the direct end-user 
deliveries. The engines, motors and maritime equipment are also planned to 
be delivered by Delete. An option of a local subcontractor as a dealer will 
also be searched for.  

4.10 Earning capacity of the recycling process 
 

A. Revenues 
 

Ferrous or steel scrap (recycling steel) has a crucial role when assessing a 
credit balance of a recycled ship. Steel scrap is the major revenue of a 
recycled ship, but the scrap price basically also determines the price of an 
end-of-life ship. Purchasing cost of a ship again is the greatest expenditure in 
the ship recycling process.  
 

However, this should be changed; ship-owners should rather have to pay a 
gate fee to have their ships sustainably recycled.  The EU Commission is 
moving towards this by supporting proposed a financial instrument (Ship 
Recycling License, SRL), which would generate more substantial impacts on 
ship-owners’ ship recycling activities in the EU (see Chapter 3.3). As no 
immediate results are expected, for the time being, ship recycling facilities 
have to pay for end-of-life ships, even if their prices tend to come down.  
 

Revenues of steel scrap (53 % in “Mirva”) are a quite stabile share of all 
income in the longer term, which comes from the fact that if steel scrap 
prices go up, ship prices follow, and vice versa. However, there is also a 
certain lag between them and also other factors, such as freight rates effect 
on end-of-life ship prices.  
 

Other valuable materials are brass and copper scrap as well as aluminium 
and stainless steel scrap; other materials include e.g. lead in the batteries. 
Of course prices of non-ferrous recycling metals are also very important, but 
their relatively small share of ship’s weight does not impact on the revenues 
as much as steel scrap. On the other hand, the high unit value of copper and 
brass scrap particularly makes their price fluctuations very sensitive.  
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Table 7 
 Estimate of revenues of recycling  MS “Mirva”  

  
 

Ferrous scrap is crucial material consisting of about 63 % of the recycling 
material income. In recent years steel scrap prices have come down quite 
significantly, from about 450 dollars per tonne in 2011 down to 150-170 
dollars in late 2015 and early 2016. In 2016 scrap prices were fluctuating 
strongly, from very high levels in spring months of the year down to 200-220 
dollars in the summer, but recovering and peaking sharply in the autumn. At 
the end of the year, the price is again up to USD 277 per tonne; ship 
recycling steel in Turkey in November was quoted at about USD 250/tonne.   
 

The average scrap price in 2016 was USD 228 or euro 215 per tonne (using 
January 2017 exchange rate of 1 euro = 1.06 USD). As a reference price the 
average euro price in 2016 is used, deducted by the estimated yard and 
loading costs of euro 7, trading costs of euro 12 and freight costs of euro 12 
per tonne in the Baltic Sea region, resulting in a scrap price of euro 185 per 
tonne. If scrap prices of the past few months (Chart 6) were used, the 
revenue of scrap would show significantly higher figures.  
   
Chart 6 
Scrap export prices in Rotterdam (fob) 1/2014 – 12/2016, USD/euro per tonne  
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B. Costs 
 

Prices of ships sold to be demolished have come down in the past two years 
or so, following steel scrap prices. Purchasing prices of the “Mirva” type 
(general cargo) end-of-life ships in South Asia have also come down in the 
course of 2016, moving within a range of 250-300 USD per LDT (Annex 2). In 
the summer, the prices were around USD 250 per tonne and sliding down, 
but in China and Turkey just about USD 150 or euro 141 per tonne (currency 
rate 1.0 USD=0.90 euro in September 2016).   
 

As no relevant reference prices in the EU are available, Turkish prices can be 
considered a basis on the prices of end-of-life ships also in the EU. This 
implies that the price of MS “Mirva” is estimated to be at the same level. 
However, as the EU yards have their competitive advantage of more 
sustainable recycling process, the ship’s price could probably be pushed 
clearly lower. This is also supported by the Danish estimates (Fornaes 
Shipbreaking), where, however, the engines, machinery and maritime 
equipment play more vital role in the ship breaking business.  
 

Moreover, with proper negotiations with the ship owner, referring e.g. to a 
fundamental pilot project utilizing also the owner in the longer term, the 
price should be no more than 120 euros per LDT. It is also the maximum 
price paid by the Danish Fornaes Shipbreaking, when having purchased its 
ships for demolishing in 2016 (see Chapter 6.3). In fact, an estimate of the 
purchasing price of received from the company of a ship corresponding to 
MS “Mirva” indicates that the price would not probably be above 54 euros 
(400 DEK) per LDT; variations to both directions depending e.g. on maritime 
equipment are possible.    
 

On this basis, the purchasing price of a ship could be  estimated to euro 120 
per LDT; a margin of about 10 euros is set to cover technical costs and 
moving (bunker) the ship to Naantali. This would mean the purchasing cost 
of the ship about 325 000 euros.  
 

The estimated costs of recycling MS “Mirva is shown on Table 8. The costs 
basically include both actual costs and margins of each company in various 
phases of the dismantling process. The calculation is made on the basis of 
the best available information; however, as precise figures cannot always be 
given, the costs shown are partly indicative.     
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Table 8 

Estimate of costs of recycling MS “Mirva”   

 
  
Total results of the revenues and costs (Tables 7 and 8) indicate that a 
recycling of a ship can be profitable. With the estimated prices, the revenues 
of recycling materials would equal to all costs, a surplus remain in the 
engines and equipment. It can be also noted that the purchasing price of the 
ship remains on the safe side, probably the ship corresponding the type and 
size of MS “Mirva” could be acquired from a European ship owner by a price 
within a range of 150 000 – 200 000 euros.  
 

However, there are also variables in the income side which may change to 
both directions. Scrap metal prices may come up or go down; used 
estimates are, however, realistic (scrap price fob, Naantali) in the current 
market situation. it is also assumed that the ship’s price in LDT (in Europe) 
remains much  below the ferrous scrap price, possibly even half of the scrap 
price.  
 

In the longer term, cheapening prices of end-of-life ships is an expected 
development, as tight environmental regulations set requirements on ship 
breaking facilities, only certified yards actually permitted to demolish ships, 
and on the other hand, incentives to ship-owners and even the overall 
attitude increase the supply. Even gate fees, i.e. payments by ship-owners to 
recycling facilities to recycle their ships in a sustainable way are supposed to 
be implied in the future.  
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5. LOCAL ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS and PERMISSIONS 

 

5.1 General approach and demonstration project permission  
 

Dismantling a ship at Turku Repair Yard is considered green industry, clean-
tech operations, resulting in the yard becoming environmentally number 
one in the world shipbreaking industry. This again will give it an outstanding 
advantage in the global markets. Naturally, the target provides that the 
whole process is to be carried out according to strict environmental 
requirements. Environmental permissions are to be granted by a local 
authority, Western Finland Regional State Administration Agency in Turku.    
 

Shipbreaking in Finland requires both the EU and national approvals. The 
activity also in Finland is regulated by the European Ship Recycling 
Regulation (EUSRR, see Chapter 3.1), where requirements for ship recycling 
facility on the European List are set.  The Regulation in Finland has partly 
enforced by a change in the Law of the Environment Protection; according 
to that shipbreaking activity requires an environmental permission, where 
the EU requirements have to be taken into account, on basis of which the 
application can be dealt with. Starting shipbreaking activity at the Turku 
Repair Yard requires a change in the existing environmental permission.  
 

As the materials received in the shipbreaking process can be considered 
waste, the activity accordingly is waste treatment. Volume of one ship in the 
demonstration project would stay below the IED limits and the volume, 
which would require the Environment Impact Assessment (YVA). The ship 
will arrive to the yard using its own machines, and stay during the process 
for one to two months. The most important environmental impacts are 
noise, dust and possibly emissions in the surface water.     
 

For the demonstration project itself, the relevant Finnish authorities have 
come to a conclusion that a temporary permission for an experimental ship- 
breaking of one ship can be granted. This will enable to demonstration 
project to be started with a short notice, basically by an announcement 
related to the existing environmental permission of the yard, as soon as the 
ship to be recycled is known. 

Based on the 31st Article of the Law of Environment Protection, a permission 
for “experimental shipbreaking activity” can be granted by the Regional 
State Administration Agency. An announcement of the activity is to be 
delivered to the authority by Turku Repair Yard. The announcement of 
experimental activity of a ship to be dismantled is compatible with 
dismantling one ship by a demonstration project, which again is considered 
appropriate to acquire necessary information for the progress of the project.   
 

An announcement of the experimental shipbreaking activity (demonstration 
project) should include:  
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 Contacts of the neighboring areas 

 Impacts of noise emissions, particles and water 

 Structures used, current and possibly new 

 Breakdown of waste fractions  

 Ship Recycling Plan (Article 13 of the EUSSR) 

 New activity at the yard vs. current  activity 

 Proposal for a waste guarantee 
  

5.2 Permission for permanent shipbreaking  
 

The following authorities and companies (members of the consortium) are 
involved when applying for the environmental permissions of the 
permanent ship recycling activity on commercial basis (Chart 1 below): 

 Ship Recycling State: in the current work Finland and Regional State 
Administration Agency in Turku 

 Ship Recycling Facility: Turku Repair Yard 

 Ship Owner: owner of the ship (Meriaura in demonstration project) 

 Flag State: authority taking care of the survey of the ship to be 
dismantled, Finnish Transport Safety Agency (Trafi). 

 

In the first phase Turku Repairs Yard prepares a Ship Recycling Facility Plan 
to be submitted to Regional State Administration Agency, which will 
authorize the yard for shipbreaking operations generally. The guidelines of 
the Facility Plan are available separately (a recommended format of the Ship 
Recycling Facility Plan is in Appendix I.). A ship to be dismantled and recycled 
by the demonstration project can be moved to Turku Repair Yard, even if 
the yard is not yet listed on the EU List of compliant recycling facilities. Ships 
to be dismantled will need an IHM as soon as any EU List is published.  
 

In the demonstration project (with a given ship to be dismantled), Meriaura 
(ship owner) prepares Inventory of the Hazardous Materials (IHM), which 
should be followed by the yard when developing a Ship Recycling Plan (SRP)  
of a given ship. In the current project, IHM may be appropriate to carry out 
together with Hans Langh (liquid wastes) and Delete (solid wastes).   
 

Regional State Administration Agency approves the Ship Recycling Plan, 
which can be also a “silent approval”, i.e. no comment within two weeks 
after the SRP has been submitted. Finnish Transport Safety Agency makes a 
final survey of the IHM, ship owner (Meriaura) permits a Recycling 
Certificate, and the actual recycling process, dismantling a ship can 
commence. When the operation is completed, a Statement of Completion is 
given by the yard.  
 

Ministry of the Environment will continue discussions with the EU 
authorities about listing Turku Repair Yard on the European List of compliant 
ship recycling facilities. The ministry will announce of the permission to the 
Commission, which in a due time will add it on the List. 
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A formal ship recycling process to be entering into force by 2019 according 
to the HKC is shown below on Chart 7. 

Chart 7 
Ship recycling process from preparation to completion after 31.12.2018 (Hong 
Kong Convention 2009, HKC)  
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5.3  Application for the European List 
 
According the Article 16 of the EUSRR the European List of ship recycling 
facilities was to be published not later than December 30th, 2016. On 19 
December 2016, the European Commission adopted the first version of the 
European List of ship recycling facilities. The first 18 shipyards included in 
the List are all located in the EU. According to the Commission they fulfill the 
strict requirements for inclusion in the List and as a result will have exclusive 
access to the recycling of ships flying the flags of Member States of the 
Union. The ship recycling facilities in the List are from Belgium, Denmark, 
France, Latvia, Lithuania, the Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain and 
United Kingdom. The European List is attached in Annex 1.  
 

The European Commission has also received applications from yards located 
in third countries. The applications are being thoroughly reviewed and site 
inspections will be conducted to check their credentials. The Commission 
will decide in 2017 on their inclusion in the List. 
 

The EU Committee of Ship Recycling Regulation had its latest meeting In 
November 2016; as the Committee meets twice a year, the next meeting 
will be in the spring 2017, when new facilities can be accepted on the List. 
As the capacity of the facilities listed in the first List published is not even 
close to the limit of 2.5 million LDT (the sum of the weight of the ships), the 
application of the EUSRR is to be postponed until autumn 2017. According 
to the information submitted, the theoretical combined maximum capacity 
of the facilities, excluding the UK facilities, is close to 500 000 LDT per year. 
According to the permit, the large UK facilities combined are authorized to 
recycle a maximum of 605 000 tonnes per year.  
 

It has to be noted that the figures indicate theoretical capacity, which is far 
from the real capacity and even much farther away from the tonnages 
actually recycled by these facilities. As discussed in Chapter 6.2 below, only 
two facilities (in Denmark and Belgium) recycle ships on a permanent basis, 
while the others as a ship-by-ship case, and most of them in a very small 
scale. The facilities in the UK are large, but focusing on shipbuilding and 
repair, no major shipbreaking operations in the yards have been carried out 
since 2014. Outside the UK, only four facilities report to have a dry-dock, out 
of which only one (in the Netherlands) would have an adequate size and 
capacity of recycling larger vessels, but shipbreaking operations in the yard 
have not been done in recent years.  
 

When assessing the current European List, the facilities on the List represent 
small-scale shipbreaking operations (Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Portugal), are 
not equipped (such as dry-dock) with demanding shipbreaking operations, 
or the operations are carried out only occasionally concerning a given ship 
(such as wrecked vessels towed to the yard). In this comparison, Turku 
Repair Yard fulfills all preconditions and has all potential to become the 
leading ship recycling facility in the EU.  

  

http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/ships/pdf/list_ship_recycling_facilities.pdf
http://ec.europa.eu/environment/waste/ships/pdf/list_ship_recycling_facilities.pdf
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The aim is to get Turku Repair Yard listed in the next meeting of the EU 
Committee of Ship Recycling Regulation; this implies that an application will 
be sent in a due time to the Commission.  It is estimated to take about two 
months from leaving the application to be listed on the European List. This 
implies that Turku Repair Yard could be listed in the spring months of 2017, 
in practice while the demonstration project is going on. 

 

5.4 Other environmental aspects 
 

A City Plan has also been prepared to be verified for an industrial area close 
to Turku Repair Yard. One of the most import effects of the industrial area 
would be the noise resulting from the activities in the yard and the port. An 
appraisal of the noise effects has been prepared (Feb. 2014), according to 
which new industrial activity can be located in the proposed industrial area, 
but the noise effects must be well-controlled and the emissions of the 
activity low.  
 

Chart 8 
Planned industrial area neighboring Turku Repair Yard 

 
T=Industrial area, EV=Green area, LST=Port and storage area 

 
Possible enlargement of the yard should also be taken into account in the 
City Plan. Planned industrial area neighboring the yard would undoubtedly 
have a significant opportunity for the yard.  

When recycling a ship, various phases of the process can also be examined 
as a theoretical approach, with so called priority order (also called “waste 
hierarchy”). The priority order is a part of the European Waste Regulation 
and should be followed whenever handling waste; it is a way to prioritize 
the phases according to which waste is generated and handled.  
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The first priority is to reduce generating waste and hazardous waste as 
much as possible. The environment impacts of all type of waste can be 
minimized by appropriate sorting out and keeping various fractions of waste 
apart, which is also a compulsory action.  
 

After minimizing waste emergence, the following priority is reuse of 
materials. In ship recycling, this implies of reuse engines, various motors and 
maritime equipment in the first place. When the subject is no longer possible to 
reuse it becomes waste (theoretically) and should be firstly recycled. In the 

shipbreaking process this means recycling of all materials, ferrous and non-
ferrous metals most of all, but also other recyclable materials, such as wood. 

The waste fractions, which are not recyclable or recycling is not profitable, 
are recovered and utilized as energy use. In ship recycling, this implies e.g. 
fire protection substances, such as plastics and textiles, presumably 
containing toxic pollutants. Finally waste fractions, which do not match with 
any of the previous phases, can be landfilled; burning of waste without 
energy use can also be considered landfilling.     

Chart 9 
Theoretical priority order of recycling a ship  

  
 

In the course of the project a thesis of “End-of-life ships and demolition 
waste” has been prepared. An Abstract of the thesis is attached in Annex 3. 
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6. INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENT and CONTACTS  
 

6.1  International cooperation in progress  
 

Out of a total of 791 ships demolished in the world in 2015, 60 % were sent 
to the South Asian beaches; other major shipbreaking countries include 
China and Turkey, only 44 ships or 5.5 % of the total were sent to be 
scrapped in the EU or rest of the world (NGO Shipbreaking Platform). There 
has been a slight decrease in number of vessels recycled globally in the past 
few years, but an increase of tonnage at the same time. In the first three 
quarters of 2016, 594 ships were scrapped worldwide, out of which as much 
as 83 % were demolished in South Asia. India is becoming again number one 
regarding the number of vessels demolished (228 or 38 % of the ships).   
 

India is home to one of the largest ship breaking facilities in the world with 
over 150 yards along its coast. In the past four years, approximately 310 EU 
flagged vessels were scrapped, out of which 107 were scrapped in India, 
amounting close to 4.3 million tons in deadweight. 
 

Recently health and environmental concerns have also in India led to 
adoption to new policy regimes at an international level. Recognition from 
the EU would allow Indian yards to become a ship recycling option in coming 
years. The four yards which have met the standards set by the EU and the 
Hong Kong Convention are Priya Blue Industries, Shree Ram Vessel Recycling, 
Kalathia Ship Breaking and Leela Ship Recycling.    
 

These yards are India’s first recycling yards to be certified based on EU 
standards and have submitted their applications for inclusion in the EU 
recognized yards list. However, while the yards meet the HKC standards, the 
EU requirements and listing on the EU List of compliant ship recycling 
facilities is another question; a probably a separate list of non-EU facilities 
will be published.   
 

As an example of improved conditions in India, the world’s largest container 
ship company, Maersk, having been recycling its ships in China and Turkey, 
has decided to look at India as an alternative destination, mainly for financial 
reasons. The company has announced that it will only use one shipyard, 
which has been certified under the Hong Kong Convention and require the 
shipyard to comply with a long series of additional requirements from the 
company itself; an agreement has been made with Shree Ram Vessel 
Recycling. The first two ships are large container ships are sent to India and 
the company expects many more ships to be dispatched to Alang in India 
over the next five years.    
 

The authors of the current report have had contacts with Shree Ram Vessel 
Recycling. Possible cooperation in clean-tech sector for ship recycling and 
dry dock building in has been discussed; Memorandum of Understanding 
was signed in October 2015. Memorandum of Understanding of strategic 
partnership has also been signed with Gujarat Maritime Board in India.   
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The entire project of Ship Recycling in Finland has raised interest also within 
relevant European actors. In January 2017, a group of international 
journalists from professional magazines will visit Turku to get acquainted 
with the Finnish sea cluster, particularly with the ship recycling project. The 
visit is hosted by Turku city.  
 

In early months of 2017, an international work-shop is planned to be 
arranged together with Turku University of Applied Sciences and Tekes. The 
aim of the conference is to get forward European ship recycling programme; 
one of the main issues will be needs and possibilities for special support in 
the ship recycling industry. Cooperation possibilities between a given ship 
owner or ship owners and Finland (Turku Repair Yard) would also be 
discussed, the arrangement made by Shree Ram Vessel Recycling and 
Maersk (see above) as a possible example. 

 
6.2 Current shipbreaking facilities in the EU 

In the EU-countries, regulatory and permanent shipbreaking is operated 
only in Denmark and Belgium; occasionally on a ship-by-ship basis ships are 
dismantled also in some other EU-countries, such as the Netherlands, 
France, the UK, Spain and Poland, as well as in the Baltic region (BLRT Grupp 
in Klaipeda, Lithuania). Most of the dismantling projects undertaken ship-by-
ship basis concern domestic naval vessels of the country.   

Galloo Recycling Group in Ghent, Belgium dismantles mostly European 
vessels, such as small cargo ships, ferries, service vessels, fishing ships and 
small damaged ships. The company is another large shipbreaker in Europe, 
currently the volume of ships recycled amounts to about 35 000 tonnes of 
steel per year. The company was founded in 1939; it is operating in Belgium, 
France and the Netherlands. Galloo’s core business is metals recycling, with 
about 1.7 million tonnes of steel scrap and 100 000 tonnes of non-ferrous 
scrap produced annually. Ship recycling is just one of the business areas in 
its entire recycling business; the company has not own dry-dock for ship 
dismantling operations.  

In France, some ports, such as Saint-Nazaire are permitted to use their dry-
docks also for shipbreaking operations; however, the main purpose in most 
cases is to dispose end-of-life ships laying at the quays. The Belgian Galloo 
Recycling is also dismantling vessels of the French navy, e.g. in Bassen close 
to Bordeaux, where a French helicopter cruiser ”Jeanne d’Arc” (launched in 
1964) is being scrapped for two years.  

In the UK, Swansea Drydocks or currently Swansea Drydocks Ship Repair and 
Recycling Yard is also aiming to increase shipbreaking operations at its two 
dry-docks (lengths of 170 m and 204 m). Shipbreaking in a larger scale is 
being commenced, e.g. dismantling frigate “HMS Cornwall”, as a pilot case.  
However, since then only a ro-ro ship “Atlantic Osprey” (2200 DWT) has 
been reported to have dismantled in 2014.  
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Leavesley International in Liverpool has processed ferrous and non-ferrous 
metals at a ship recycling facility, scrapping three end-of-life warships at a 
dry-dock (Canada Graving Dock) since 2008.  

In the Netherlands, Keppel-Verolme in Rotterdam has a large dry-dock and 
other facilities, but the yard is focusing on repair and maintenance; the 
latest shipbreaking operation was in 2014. Scheepsrecycling Nederland in 
Gravendeel dismantles ships occasionally (1 ship in 2015).      

A new shipbreaking yard has been planning to be established in Poland, at 
the SMW Naval Shipyard site in Gdynia. Set up in 1922, SMW is the country’s 
oldest operating shipyard. The company is owned by the Polish Treasury, 
and due to its continuing financial woes it filed for bankruptcy in 2009. 
Despite this, the shipyard is currently working on a number of shipbuilding 
and repair contracts. So far any significant shipbreaking operations have not 
been undertaken.   

A major shipyard not having shipbreaking operations is Harland and Wolff 
Heavy Industries in Belfast, UK. The yard has potential also to ship recycling, 
having scrapped and recycled one large (length 275 m) container ship, “MSC 
Napoli”, which shipwrecked in 2007 in English Channel and was dismantled 
in the yard. The company has one of the largest heavy engineering facilities 
in Europe, including a very large dry-dock of 556 m x 93 m. Purposely 
developed to create some of the world's largest ocean-going vessels 
(including “Titanic”) the facilities are now available for a broad range of 
engineering projects; it is highly questionable, however, whether the yard 
would be available for shipbreaking.    

A new recycling facility for the scrapping of oil rigs and vessels is planned to 
be opened in 2017 at the Danish port of Frederikshavn, as part of an 
agreement of the port with the US based Modern American Recycling 
Services. The company operates mainly within the scrapping and recycling of 
oil platforms and ships, particularly in the Gulf of Mexico, where platform 
scrapping has been in operation for a number of years.  

6.3 Case: Fornaes Ship Recycling 

 Denmark is by number of ships demolished a leading shipbreaking country in 
the EU, with three shipbreaking companies in the country. The largest and 
one of the two large shipbreaking companies in Europe is Fornaes ApS 
(Fornaes Shipbreaking) in Grenaa. The company was established in 1993 and 
has since then, according to the company, scrapped well over 1000 ships 
and vessels. A major part of them has been fishing vessels of various sizes, 
but there were also freighters, off-shore supply vessels, ferries and a military 
vessel among them; the total capacity of recycled steel of the yard  is about 
35 000 tonnes annually.  
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The facilities of the Grenaa yard do not include dry-dock. To meet the more 
environmentally friendly demands, shipbreaking facilities were completely 
rebuilt in 2012. A new slipway has installations for collection and separation 
of polluted water, which cannot be mixed with the sea water when cutting 
up a ship; hazardous substances are removed while a vessel is still in the 
water. The yard is supervised by the Danish Environment Agency.  

A number of vessels demolished annually is around 20, most of them come 
from Scandinavia, UK, Germany and the Netherlands. In 2016 by October, 11 
ships arrived to the yard to be for demolished, the total number of ships in 
2016 will be close to 20. Most of the ships are fairly small general cargo 
ships, rescue and other off-shore supply vessels.  

The size of the ships demolished is typically 1000-1500 DWT, with a length 
of 50-80 m. In 2015, just about 11 000 tonnes of steel scrap were recycled 
from the ships demolished, while the weight of the ships (LDT) was about 
12 000 tonnes in total. This implies that only about one third of the capacity 
is currently in use.  The yard can demolish 2-3 ships simultaneously.  

The volumes of recycling steel indicate a relatively small size of recycled 
vessels; a major income of the company is indeed the engines, parts of the 
machinery and maritime equipment, such as propulsion (engines), auxiliaries 
(generators), hydraulics (pumps), winches (anchors), and all kind of other 
maritime equipment. A price of a main engine may range between 2000-
4000 euros; a spare part demanded above all is the cylinder heads.  

A clear target is to demolish off-shore supply vessels, where the engines, all 
parts the machinery and maritime equipment are in a decisive role, also 
constituting a main basis on the purchasing price of the ship. In 2016, about 
65 % of the revenues is estimated to come from the engines, spare parts 
and equipment, while the rest, only 35 % is to be gained from recycling 
steel; the target is gain even 75 % of all revenues from the engines, spare 
parts and equipment. A trend towards an enlarging business of all other 
than steel recycling itself is very clear; not more than five years ago, as much 
as 95 % of the revenues were gained from recycling steel and only 5 % from 
the engines, machinery and maritime equipment.   

A purchasing price of the vessel varies greatly, much depending not just 
weight, but on the engines and all maritime equipment. A price paid for a 
ship currently may be within a range of 0-120 euros per tonne (LDT); this 
means that sometimes a ship can be received even free of charge.  There is 
no lack of ships offered to be demolished; offers come daily, even several 
offers a day and mainly from ship owners, but also from brokers. The main 
question, however, is always the price of the ship and this again depends 
much on how high other than revenues other than steel scrap are 
estimated.    
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Main costs of the recycling process in the yard are labour costs, about 36 % 
(with a wage of 45-50 euros per hour), rent of the storage area (scrap yard) 
22 % (about 40 euros per tonne), port fee, rent of cranes, gas and other 
facilities together about 20 %.  
 

The waste and hazardous waste treatment costs are about 130 euros per 
tonne, out which taxes are about 70 euros.  The ordinary waste is mainly 
wood, which can be processed to woodchips and be burned to replace fossil 
fuels e.g. in energy companies.  
 

Shipbreaking produces also hazardous waste such as WEEE (Waste Electrical 
and Electronic Equipment), fluorescent lamps and insulation material, which 
might consist of e.g. asbestos or other hazardous waste absorbed into the 
insulation over the decades. However, sludge and other residues consisting 
oil are the main volumes to be treated properly. 
 

A simple calculation of an off-shore vessel of 1000 LDT illustrates the costs 
and revenues ratio with the prices in November 2016 as follows: 
 

Table 9 
Indicative cost calculation of a 1000 LDT vessel by Forneas Ship Recycling  
Costs 
Purchasing price (euro 70/tonne x 1000 tonnes )   70 000 
All demolishing costs (euro 218/tonne x 1000 tonnes) 218 000 288 000 
Revenues      
Steel scrap (e 185/tonne x 900 tonnes)  166 500 
Engines, machinery, equipment (about 50 % the weight) 140 000 306 500 
 Profit       18 500 
 

Chart 9 
Views on Fornaes Ship Recycling yard (slipway in the front, behind a ship being 
dismantled at the quay before removing on the slipway; charts below a deck-
dismantled ship being towed onto the slipway and dismantling a ship at a quay) 
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7. IMPACTS on LOCAL REGION and ECONOMY 
 

7.1 Direct and potential impacts   
 

In the production chain from a ship at the end of its lifespan to recycling 
materials there are many players, companies, which can benefit from the 
new industry both directly and indirectly, employing also a great number of 
people. The virtual work also provides basic information about the regional 
effects and effects on subcontracting network. 
 

In the recycling process itself (a ship purchased, dismantled and recycled) a 
number of employees required is estimated to 35-40 persons, if the 
recycling is operated by a permanent basis, i.e. a ship washed and 
dismantled at a berth follows a ship demolished at a dry-dock in a 
continuing process.   

 ship purchasing and follow up 2-3 persons 

 yard services 12-15 persons 

 washing and waste disposal 6-8 persons 

 process of dismantling and sorting out materials 12-15 persons 

 materials treatment and loading on board 2-3 persons 
 

All phases of the process can have they positive impacts on the 
employment, in the yard itself, in possible subcontractors, in a marine 
service company of wastes, in a recycling company, in the port of Naantali, 
and in transports. Recycling ferrous scrap and non-ferrous metals are also 
internationally traded commodities, which can increase the Finnish exports. 
 

A list of the current subcontractors of Turku Repair Yard includes potential 
subcontractors of the ship recycling project.  
 

Table 10 
Potential subcontractors of the project (current subcontractors of TRY) 
AB-Marinel Oy  
Baltic Premator OÜ (FI) 
BLRT Rekato OÜ (FI) 
Epomare Oy  
Fixtel Oy  
HAAVIOLLI OY  
Helsingin Hitsaus HH Oy  
HKH-Palvelu Tmi  
JK-Isolator Oy  
Korika Oy 
Laitepesu Savakko Oy  
Navicas Ltd 
Nord Plaster Oy  
Putkiasennus Laakso Oy  
Pöytyän Koneasennus  
Steel Motor Oy  
Taivassalon Putkiasennus T:mi  
Turun Suomiset Oy  
Varsinais-Suomen Apuvoima Oy  
Yrityspalvelut Sjöroos Oy 
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On Table 11 a list of the member companies of the Finnish Marine Industries 
of marine industry equipment and service suppliers in Finland is shown, the 
expertise of which is assumed to be available also in ship recycling 
operations; the list excludes the member companies in the field of design 
and consulting as well importing and component fabricating, due to their 
supposedly minor potential in the ship recycling process. However, indirectly 
some companies, such as ship design, can have major importance when 
considering the entire life-span of a ship, as a part of a “cradle-to-cradle” 
thinking. This implies that in the planning and designing phase of a new ship, 
the future recycling of the ship should be taken into consideration. 

   Table 11 
 Finnish marine industry equipment and service suppliers 

 

ABB Oy, Marine and Turbocharging  
Alfa Laval Aalborg Oy 
APX-Metalli Oy 
Caverion Industria Oy, Marine industries 
Evac Oy 
Furuno Finland Oy 
GS Hydro Oy 
Halton Oy, Halton Marine 
Helkama Bica Oy 
Kemppi Oy 
Koja Ltd, Koja Marine 
Laivasähkötyö Oy 
Lamor Corporation Ab 
MacGregor Finland Oy 
Mesekon Oy 
Mobimar Oy 
Onninen Oy 
Rolls Royce Oy AB 
SSAB Europe 
Technip Offshore Finland Oy 
TEVO Oy 
Trafotek Oy 
Wärtsilä Corporation 
 

 

7.2 Port of Naantali as a supporting facility 
 

Logistically a major factor, the Port of Naantali, ranking the 4th largest 
general cargo port in Finland, locating nearby (less than half a nautical mile) 
Turku Repair Yard gives an additional opportunity to cost-effective logistics, 
particularly as to possible direct export shipments of recycling materials. 
Turku Repair Yard and a recycling company as its partner have a potential to 
become a significant customer, if recycling materials are shipped through 
the port, particularly considering the possibilities of the Luonnonmaa port 
area just next to the yard in the North.  In the course of the demonstration 
project, it should be find out whether the port can receive recycling 
materials on temporary storage plots, for example, or to be further 
transported from or even to be processed in the port area of Luonnonmaa.     
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Chart 10 

Location of Turku Repair Yard and Port of Naantali, the port nearby North East 

from the yard.  A square indicates the area of the yard, Luonnonmaa port area 

and an area (north) acquired by Aura Mare (Meriaura Group) 

 
 

The Port of Naantali serves the trade and in a wide range of the economic 
region of South Western Finland and the industry nearby to the port. 
Industrial enterprises operating in the immediate vicinity of the harbor 
generate large material flows. Easy ice conditions in wintertime and one of 
the deepest fairways and quays in Finland, up to 15.3 m, enable Aframax size 
tankers (80 000-120 000 DWT) and Panamax size bulk carriers (50 000-
80 000 DWT) loading and discharging regularly at the port. The port is also 
the most important cargo hub between Finland and Scandinavia. The total 
annual traffic to and from the port is about 7-8 million tonnes, out of which 
80 % is foreign traffic; the main volumes come from liquid and dry bulk 
materials and ferry goods.  
 

The Port of Naantali is known as a significant center for dry bulk goods 
operations, thanks to large storage facilities and high-class services. The port 
is one of the largest ports e.g. for coal, grain and cement cargo handling in 
Finland; it has also become one of the most important ro-ro ports in Finland. 
The fast and regular connections ensure efficiency required by modern 
logistics and professional cargo transportation. In addition to good sea 
connections, the Port of Naantali offers excellent road connections for the 
cargo transports by providing uncongested connections to the key transport 
routes in Finland. 
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8. BUSINESS PLAN for DEMONSTRATION PROJECT 

8.1 Demonstration project 

An end-of-life ship will be dismantled by Turku Repair Yard in reality as a 
demonstration (pilot) case. A ship will be purchased, dismantled, wastes 
treated and materials recycled. After removing, sorting out, and processing 
all recycling materials will be transported from the yard and sold to relevant 
players in the domestic and international markets.  Wastes and hazardous 
substances will be removed and treated in an environmentally sustainable 
way. Other relevant phases include topics related to the whole shipbreaking 
operations in Finland with its potential side effects. 
 

Along with the demonstration project, an application on the European List 
of compliant ship breaking facilities is prepared and the application is left.  

The demonstration project can proceed as follows: 

1. Selecting a given ship to be purchased 

 A ship has to be selected and purchased 
Examples of the type (general cargo carriers) and size of ships, which might 
become into consideration when assessing an appropriate vessel for the 
demonstration project, are shown on the Annex 3. A preliminary conclusion 
is that a ship to acquire the most reliable and commercially adequate 
information for permanent recycling should be larger than MS “Mirva”. It 
seems that a ship somewhere around 4000-6000 LDT, with a length of about 
130-150 m could be the most appropriate vessel.  
 

2. Financing and purchasing a ship  

 A demoship should be financed by a loan. Tekes is to grant a loan 
covering 50 % minimum of the purchasing cost.  
 

3. Applying for a temporary permission for experimental shipbreaking 

 Finnish authorities have come to a conclusion that an 
Announcement of Experimental Shipbreaking Activity can be 
submitted to the Regional State Administration Agency in Turku. 
TRY is to prepare the Announcement. 
 

4. Applying on the EU List of compliant shipbreaking facilities 

 To be left in the course of the project, prepared by relevant 
authorities, TRY and consultants  
 

5. Schedule of the dismantling process 

 The schedule depends on 1) purchasing of a demoship 2) schedule of 
Turku Repair Yard to receive a ship. 
 

6. Ship moved to Turku Repair Yard 

 Immediately, after the schedule (see above) is known.  
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7. Work to be done at a berth  (50 % subsidy to developing costs to be granted by             
Tekes) 

 To be estimated according to the results of the virtual work. 
 

8. Dismantling at the dry-dock (50 % subsidy to developing costs to be 
granted by Tekes) 

 To be estimated according to the results of the virtual work 
 

9. Logistics and transport of recycling materials and wastes (50 % subsidy to 
developing costa to be granted by Tekes) 

 To be described according to the virtual work 
 

10.  Delivering of recycling materials 

 Appraisal of delivery to the Finnish steel mills in Raahe and Tornio 
or to other steel mills in the Baltic Sea Region as well as in Europe. 
 

11. Using of sub-contractors 

 A list of potential subcontractors is to be done. 
 

12. Calculation of costs and revenues of the process 

 Estimation based on the results of the virtual work. 
 

13. Follow-up, reporting and  documentation 

 To be done by consultants 
 

14. Summary of the demonstration process 

 To be done by consultants together with the members of consortium 
 

15. Cooperation with Mayer Yard in ships’ lifespan planning 

 Together with relevant partners 
 

16. International dimensions and contacts 

 Consultants 
 

17. Up-to-date the EU incentives to purchase end-of-life ships  

 Follow-up by current consultants 
 

18. Evaluation of commencing shipbreaking on a commercial basis in Finland 

 To be done according to the results and information received from 
the demonstration project.  

The demonstration project will investigate new methods, techniques and 
innovations throughout the recycling chain, which are implemented whenever 
possible. A learning process is to improve optimizing the work and its various 
phases to improve effectiveness, resulting in higher profitability. Besides 
optimization of all recycling phases, developing the recycling work include 
adequate logistics at the yard itself and in material transportation, treatment 
of materials, methods and techniques of dismantling, cutting technique and 
technology, waste treatment as well as reuse of engines, motors and various 
maritime equipment.  
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8.2 Future development and capacity 

In the production chain from a ship at the end of its lifespan to recycling 
materials there are many players, companies, which can benefit from the 
new industry both directly and indirectly, employing also a great number of 
people. All phases of the process can have they positive impacts on the 
employment, in the yard itself, in possible subcontractors, in a marine 
service company of wastes, in a recycling company, in the port of Naantali, 
and in transports. Recycling ferrous scrap and non-ferrous metals are also 
internationally traded commodities, which can increase the Finnish exports.  

International dimensions of ship recycling are also to be considered. Ship 
recycling is a truly global industry, yet operated in the EU by a minor scale. 
Possible cooperation with a major international shipbreaking company could 
add value for operations carried out in Finland.    
 

The results of the project have undoubtedly also effects on plans to build new 
dry-dock in Turku Repair Yard; an investment plan for another dry-dock has 
already been prepared according to which the total investment costs, 
including necessary dock facilities, would amount to about 11 million euros. 
For the time being, however, the plan has been shelved.  
 

Another discussed option is to lengthen the current dock. Either way, new 
investments in the yard’s facilities would enhance its ability and increase 
capacity for ship recycling operations in a greater volume.  An estimation of 
the volume with the current capacity is 8-12 ships a year, naturally depending 
also on size of the recycling ships. Another dry-dock would increase flexibility 
in shipbreaking operations and could even double the capacity. 
 

New mandatory investments to meet the requirements of the Article 13 of 
the EUSRR (Requirements necessary for a ship recycling facilities to be 
included in the European List) and the IMO Guidelines for Safe and 
Environmentally Sound Ship Recycling (2012: Annex 4) are presented in the 
budget proposal of the demonstration project of Turku Repair Yard.  
 

8.3 Concluding remarks 
 

The report has come to a conclusion that Turku Repair Yard is in all respects 
an outstanding option to carry out shipbreaking operations also on a 
permanent basis; a demonstration project generates more detailed 
information as the first stage. The facilities of the yard are first class; the yard 
has a large dry-dock, and building another dry-dock is waiting for an 
investment decision. The location of the yard is very appropriate, and its 
thorough knowledge in ship repairing gives a sound and ready basis for 
shipbreaking. The yard together with other players in the recycling process 
enable it to perform the ship recycling by clean-tech basis, which gives the 
yard an essential advantage internationally, when comparing with any other 
shipbreaking facility worldwide.          
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In the ship recycling market globally, low-cost substandard shipbreaking 
yards in South Asia may, by higher prices, attract ship-owners to have their 
vessels (often reflagged) to be demolished there. However, this is effectively 
resisted by the ever increasing international pressure, the EU regulations 
and commitments made already by many major shipping companies and 
ship-owners’ associations not to send their vessels to these yards.     
 

Turku Repair Yard fulfills all the international environmental and other 
requirements of sustainable shipbreaking, including the European Ship 
Recycling Regulation. For shipbreaking operations the yard needs a separate 
specific permit, which will guarantee it to be included on the European List 
of compliant shipbreaking facilities. The authorization is to be granted by 
the local authority, Regional State Administration Agency for South-Western 
Finland in Turku; the authorities have come to a conclusion that for the 
demonstration project an announcement of experimental ship breaking 
activity is needed. The announcement gives also a framework and basis for 
the application on the European List.  

 

The findings of the current study indicate that the shipbreaking operation is 
commercially profitable, if only the ship to be recycled can be purchased by 
a reasonable price. This again is likely, when considering the European end-
of-life ship prices with abundant supplies, even if no accurate price level in 
the EU is set. In the longer term, even a port fee (ship owner pays for 
recycling its ship) is a target. Other variables on the revenue side are 
international market prices of ferrous scrap in the first place, but also prices 
of other valuable non-ferrous metals, and other revenues, such as engines, 
other machines and marine equipment. The current prices of recycling 
materials indicate positive income of these, after recycling costs have been 
deducted.  

Members of the current consortium give their own high-class and tested 
expertise in each phase of the ship recycling chain. As stated in the Project 
Plan, the demonstration project will investigate new methods, techniques 
and innovations throughout the recycling chain, which are implemented 
whenever possible. While more detailed information of various phases of 
the process is to be acquired with the demonstration project, it can be 
argued that with this background the yard can become number one 
shipbreaking facility in the EU.  

The basic conclusions of the current project are: 
• Turku Repair Yard fulfills all international requirements of sustainable 

and green shipbreaking.  
• Member companies of the consortium can give their high-class and 

tested expertise in each phase of the recycling chain.  
• Shipbreaking in Turku Repair Yard can be economically viable. 
• Turku Repair Yard can become a leading shipbreaking facility in the EU. 
• Sustainable shipbreaking enhances Finland’s role as a circulating 

economy. 
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Sources and Cooperation during the Project 
(Other than the Member Companies of the Consortium) 
 

 Aarnio Tuomas Ministry of the Environment 

 Hulkkonen Rauli TEKES (Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation) 

Hänninen Jaana Meyer Turku 

 Hänninen Saara VTT (Technical Research Centre of Finland) 

Intovuori Ville-Veikko Trafi (Finnish Transport Safety Agency) 

Kokholm Keld Fornaes Ship Recycling 

Launo Vesa  Lassila&Tikanoja 

Moilanen Piia TEKES (Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation) 

Parsama Marja-Terttu AVI (Regional State Administrative Agency) 

Patel Chetan  Shree Ram Ship Recycling, India 

 Pirkanniemi Kari AVI (Regional State Administrative Agency) 

 Vaghani Vimalkumar Vaghani Groups, India 

 Seppälä Kaapo University of Turku 

Suuronen Juha TEKES (Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation) 

  _ _ _ 

EU Regulation (1257/2013) 

NGO Shipbreaking Platform 

 NGO for the Protection of Man and the Environment, Robin des Bois 

Sites of relevant companies 

Survey of the Business Possibilities for Ship Recycling in Finland, November 2015 
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ANNEX 2 

 
Examples of general cargo ships sold to be demolished in 2016 
 

 

Virtual study of “Mirva” , built 1986, 106 x 16 m, DWT 5414, GT 3951  

 
 

”Platinum Emerald”, built 1997, 141 x 20 m DWT 12725, GT 8892, 

 

http://www.marinetraffic.com/fi/photos/of/ships/shipid:734254/ship_name:PLATINUM EMERALD#434951
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”Span Asia” built 1981, 146 x22 m, DWT 11464, GT 9754,  

 
 
“Fenelle” built 1986, 159 x 23 m, DWT 22969, GT 13567 

 
 

Tanker “Alba” built 1987, 183 x 30 m, DWT 45831, GT 24653 

 
 

 

http://www.marinetraffic.com/en/photos/of/ships/shipid:676859/ship_name:SPAN ASIA 17#1993560
http://www.marinetraffic.com/en/photos/of/ships/shipid:758655/ship_name:FENELLA#1404421
http://www.marinetraffic.com/en/photos/of/ships/shipid:754031/ship_name:ALBA#274001
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      ANNEX 3 

 

BACHELOR´S THESIS | ABSTRACT 

TURKU UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCES 

Energy and environmental engineering 

2017  

Veera Hatulainen 

END OF LIFE SHIPS AND DEMOLITION WASTE 

Ship demolition is a global environmental problem. Ships are broken down and recycled in South Asian 

yards where the regulations for worker safety and environmental protection are low. To address the issue, 

the Hong Kong International Convention for the Safe and Environmentally Sound Recycling of Ships was 

developed in 2009.  

The Hong Kong convention takes notice on worker safety and environment on ship recycling facility but 

leaves the downstream waste uncontrolled. This is issue has been taken into notice by the European Union 

and is now being addressed by the Ship Recycling Regulation.  

This thesis focuses on the waste streams of ship recycling. It studies the waste regulations of the European 

Union and the government of Finland and applies those regulations into ship recycling waste. Fractions 

generated in the demolition process are evaluated within waste hierarchy and given recommendations to 

handle them in comply with it. The study also surveys the responsibilities of different operators in ship 

recycling.  

The study is made as an applied research. The main sources of the thesis are environmental regulations of 

the European Union and Finland and guidelines given by maritime and environmental organizations. It is a 

part of “Ship Recycling in Finland” project that was made in cooperation of Turku Repair Yard ltd, Delete 

Oy, Hans Langh Oy and Meriaura Oy. 

The waste generated in the demolition process is mostly metal scrap that can be recycled in the metal 

industry. Reusable parts of ship should be overhauled and resold to use. Proper waste treatment is 

especially important with hazardous waste such as polychlorinated biphenyls and asbestos. At southern 

Asia, it is common to burn the generated waste of ship recycling yards in the site. The burning of waste in 

low temperatures without filters generates a lot of carcinogenic air pollutants.   

In conclusion, treatment of downstream waste within European Union or Finland would reduce the amount 

of pollutants generated. Ship owners and repair yards could also start making new kind of contracts that 

would include both the repairs of the ship through its lifespan and the recycling of it. The collaboration 

could possibly lengthen the lifespan of ships. 

 

 


